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died. The total cross sections of this reaction and energy distributions of
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In the standard Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GVIS) model [1-3] with one

doublet of H1ggs bosons, there arises only one scalar particle - the neutral

H°-boson. A simplest expansion of the scalar particle sector up to two

H1ggs doublets leads to the appearance of new scalar particles - two charged

H*- bosons, two scalar neutral bosons H
0
, and H° , and one pseudoscalar

boson P° (see, e.g. [4] ). In the present work we shall be Interested In

the properties of the pseudoscalar boson P° and the possibility of Its pro-

duction 1n the e
+
e" annihilation. This 1s Interesting especially as 1n tha

supersyimnetric models we are necessitated to Introduce at least two doublets

of scalar particles Into the H1ggs sector, this also leading to the appear-

ance of the pseudoscalar bosons 1n these models (see, for details, [5,6] ).

Note, that the pseudoscalar bosons arise 1n the technicolor models as well.

In the models with two H1ggs doublets the coupling constant of the

P°-boson and one of the H°-bosons with quarks 1s m ( G
F
V F )

y a
 tf for

the quarks with a charge 2/3 and m(Q
F
/2')i/y for the quarks with

a charge -1/3, where m 1s the quark mass (see [4-'б] ). Here Ц 1s the

ratio of the vaciM averages of the H1ggs doublets. For the second neutral

«calar boson the cowling constant 1s r n ( G
F
 Sz)'

z
 , just like for



the standard H°-boson from the minimal GWS model. One can see that the pro-

perties of the Interaction of the P°-boson with the femvlons are analooous

to the H°-boson, this makinq the production of the pseudoscalar boson (as

«ell as the H°-boson) from the heaviest fermions more preferable. Note, in

addition, that the presence of the factor у may brino to a considerable

enhancement of the production of the P°-boson as compared to the standard

H°-boson. The restrictions to у , that follow from the account of the

virtual effects due to the charged H^bosons in the e
+
e" annihilation, the

n

c

muon decays, K
u
 ~ K

s
 transitions, are у < 2 M

H
i / m

( m
c
 is the C-quark mass), and taking Into account that from the

mental errors for the parameter о s M w / M j
 C

° S © W H* may

have a mass M
H
t - 1.2 TeV, we obtain u ^ 40 (see, for details, [7j

and references therein).

It Is Interesting that the interaction of the P°-boson with the qauoe

bosons 1s absent in the tree approximation (it appears In the one-loop

approximation; 1n Ref. [7] a study was made of the P°-boson production in

the e
+
e" annihilation and ер-scattering 1n this approximation). This indi-

cates that the production of the P°-bosons 1s profitable and possible only

from the heavy quarks, contrary to what we had for the standard H°-bosons.

Thus, 1n the e
+
e" annihilation the production of the H1qgs scalar H°-boson

is possible not only via the production of the heavy ouark-antiquark pair

with the subsequent emission of the H°-boson [8] , but also through the

three-boson mechanism studied 1n Refs. [9-14] .

In the present work we have studied the P°-boson production 1n the e
+
e"

annihilation, when the produced pair of heavy quarks emits the nseudoscalar

boson. We have carried out a comparison of our obtained results with analo-

gous results for the H°-boson production obtained 1n Ref. [8] .



The studied reaction has the form:

<Г(к,) • e * < K
B
) ~ F ( K

e
) + F < K

4
) * P

e
( K g ) , (1)

Where F and F denote the quark and antiquark produced through the one-

photon exchange with a subsequent emission of the pseudoscaiar boson by one

of them. Note at once that the contribution from the Z°-boson 1s not taken

Into account. One can readily see that the Interference of the photon and

Z°-boson contributions 1s proportional to the vector constant of Interaction

of the Z°-boson with the electron, which In the GWS model 1s small and

equals « 0.1. Whereas the Z°-boson contribution increases the cross sec-

tion of the studied one-photon exchange approximately by 30 t. The amplitude

of the process (1). Is as follows:

Ue V
 к
г ) Qu U e - \ N | *

. (2)

Here we consider that.the heavy quark has a unit charge and It 1s colorless.

If we take Into accoupt the color and the.charge, then the obtained cross

sections must be multiplied Ъу -3Q.:
. ? . . . , ' " , " • . . . . ••

. From,(2), for the'differential cross section of reaction (1) we obtain:

12ЯS
 m
 Г"»^У 1 Ci -

, (3)



where

Е э and Et are the energies of F and F , M is the ?°-bosen

mass, Л 1s the parameter Incorporated for the contpc.7isofi of cisr c-bcained

results with those of Ref. [ 8 ] . In our case Л в 0, while for the ?i°-fccscri

production in Ref. [ 8 ] there was obtained Д = 4 т г / М '

• The variation range of variables Xf and OCg Is as follows:

To obtain the total cross section and energy distribution of the pseudo-

scalar boson, it Is convenient to Introduce the variables [5] X ®
s
 &i " ^ г

and Х „ * г-эс, - х
г
 , where Х

н
 = —

5
— (,ac

H
|-is a fraction of the

JS
Initial system of colliding beams energy carried away by the boson).

After the Integration over Х д we have

(5)

1



«here $> Is the maximum value of JX* ~3Caj at each given

(6)

while the I H variation region 1s

г 0 ...2

(7)2M . _ . , 4m8 . M*

From formulae (5) and (7) we obtain the total cross sections and differ-

ential distributions for the P°- and H°-boson production In the e
+
e" anni-

hilation, as shewn 1n Figs. 1-9 (note that all the results are given for

y
4
 • 1 ; as was already mentioned, the account of larger values for у

brings to a substantial Increase In the values of cross sections of the

pseudoscalar boson production).

F1g. 1 presents the total cross sections of the H°- and P°-boson pro-

duction at JJ5 » 40 GeV versus the mass of these bosons for various values

of heavy fermion masses (the solid curves refer to the H°-boson and ara

taken from Ref. [8] }. One can see that at large quark masses the scalar

boson production cross section exceeds the pseudoscalar boson production one

nore than by an order of magnitude. As seen from formulae (3) and (5), this

1s due to a stronger dependence of the scalar cross section on the fermion

mass m ( Л
в
4 т / М ) as compared with the pseudoscalar one

( A • 0 ). This effect becomes weaker with Increasing the Hi<jo.s boson mass



M , and when 2 m « M (see Fig. 1, when ЛП - 1 GeV), these cross

sections become equal.

Figs. 2-4 present the total cross sections of the H° and P° boson pro-

duction versus the boson mass at J5 » 200, 500 and 1000 GeV. The curves

are given for different masses of heavy quarks. In all the figures the solid

curves refer to the H°-scalar production, and dotted ones to the P° pseudo-

scalar production. One can see that the behavior of the cross sections Is

similar to those we had In Fig. 1 at JS « 40 GeV. The values of the cross

sections reach О ~ 10 - 10
 л
* for the production of relatively liaht

bosons ( M ~ 1 - 30 GeV) when the heavy fermion -nass Is m » 30 •• 100 Gejf.

For LEP II ( Js » 200 GeV) and ВЛЕПП ( /s «1000 GeV) at the

planned Integral luminosities ( ~ 4 • 10
3 9
 cm"

2
) these cross sections may

provide the production from a few up to a few tens scalar and pseudoscalar

bosons per year. (However note once again that 1f LJ ̂> 1 , then the cross'

section of the pseudoscalar boson production In the studied mechanism will

Increase at least by two orders). Emphasize also the fact that our obtained

production cross sections exceed at least by an order of magnitude the cross

sections of the P°-boson production in the e
+
e" annihilation from the photon-

photon mechanism studied In Ref. [7] .
1 d6

Figs. 5-9 show the dependence of -~- —rz:— on the energy of the

produced scalar boson X
H
 .So, Fig. 5 gives the energy dependence for

Js « 40 GeV and different masses m and M .We can see that when m

and M are close to each other, we have a peak In the differential distri-

bution (at high values of 0C
H
 ) both for the H° and P° bosons (curves for H°

are taten from Ref. [8] ); note only, that the peak for the P°-boson 1s

more pronounced. This effect does not depend on' {$ ; so, Fig. 6 shows

that at the same relation between the fermion and boson masses, but for

i— 1 d6
/S * 200 GeV, we have a quite analogous dependence of -g- jx* •" * « •



However, as soon as 2 m » M (see F1gs. 7, 8 ), the peak In the scalar

boson distribution shifts ( this effect is >fs -Independent) to the Itft

Into the region of small X^ , whereas the peak in the nseudoscaler boson

distribution shifts to the left slightly. This effect is connecter! wfth a

d6

stronger dependence of the differential cross section . (see for-

mula (6)) on m for the H°-boson ( А = 4 - т
г
/ М

г
 ) as compared to the

P°-boson ( Л - 0).

Fig. 9 presents the dependence of -=- ^
x
 on X

H
 at JiF« 500

and 1000 GeV for the case when M > m (for «Js « 500 GeV we present

the case M ^ m ). One can see from the plots that 1n this case the

behavior of the differential cross sections 1s the same, and in the limit

M » m the cross sections for the P° and H° bosons coincide (the same

took place for the total cross sections; see Fig.l). This Is connected with

the fact that In the limit M * ПП the parameter Л for the scalar

boson turns to zero and then one can see from formula (6) that there 1s no

difference 1n the production of the H° and P° bosons.

One can see from the obtained results that If there exist sufficiently

heavy fermions (e.g., If the mass of the expected t-quark, ПЦ » will be

50 GeV), then the search and observation of the pseudoscalar bosons 1s

possible at the LEP II . A good trigger to the P°-boson production 1n the

studied mechanism Is the presence In the final state of two jets of hadrons

from the heavy quarks (It Is known that the jet produced from the heavy

quark can be readily Identified by the presence of prompt muons flying with

high transverse momenta towards the jet axis). Besides, the pseudoscalar

boson Itself decays to a pair of leptons or quarks depending on Its mass

(so, 1f 2ПГЦ > M > 2fllg , then the P°-boson prtfers to decay to the

bb pair }; thtr#f«rt the observation of the four-jet or two-jet events with

* Nir «f itptoM *• tht « V annihilation Is a good SIOIMI for the detec-

9



t1on of the P°-bosons.

In conclusion, the authors are thankful to Yu.G. Shakhnazaryan for sti-

mulating discussions, I.G. Aznauryan for valuable remarks and Sh.S.Eremyan

for the assistance In computing.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. The cross section of the H° and P° bosons production as a function of

H at vfi - 40 GeV. Solid (dotted) curves refer to the H° (P°)-bosoni

Curves are given for various values of. the heavy fermion masses.

Fig.2, The cross section of the H° and P° bosons production as a function

of M at \[5 « 200 GeV.

F1g.3. The cross section of the H° and P° bosons production as a function

of M at /§" * 500 GeV.

Fig, 4. The cross section of the H° and P° bosons production as a functfor*

of « at \[F = 1000 GeV.

Pig.5. The differential cross section of the H° and P° bosons productien

versus £Сц ( a fraction of the colliding beams energy carried

away by the bosons). The cross section 1s given for various values

of masses m and M at ^S • 40 GeV. Solid (dotted) curves

refer to the H° (P°)-boson.

F1g,6, The differential cross section -Q~ -£g- varsus srH

at J S - 200 GeV.
1 d6

F1g.7. The differential cross section -Q~ ̂  versus x H

at ^S - 200 GeV 1n the limit H « 2m.
1 d6

F1g,8. The differential cross section -Q- -g^r- versus flCH

at IS* 1000 GeV.
•i d6

F1g,9. The differential cross'section •=- -gg- versus XH
at I S - 500 and 1000 fieV, when N > 2m.

15-
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